
FLAVOR FLASH

FEAR LIES IN THE UNKNOWN 
30% of consumers are likely  
to be deterred by new flavors  

if they are not described on the 
menu. Operators should ensure  

that menu lingo is clear to provide 
consumers context into what  
they are ordering and remove  

the fear of the unknown.

ON-PREMISE DINING 
PROMOTES NEW FLAVOR TRIAL

Nearly half (46%) of consumers  
are more likely to try new flavors 
when eating at a restaurant than 
when ordering takeout/delivery.  

For restaurants more geared towards 
takeout and delivery, like  

limited-service restaurants, 
menu items should still offer  
elevated flavor experiences,  

but should focus more on balancing 
new flavors with well-established 

flavors and ingredients. 

THERE IS POWER  
IN SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS
Younger consumers are more  

than three times as likely to be  
motivated to visit a restaurant by 

social media recommendations than 
older generations; 38% of Gen Z  
consumers are motivated to try a  

new flavor from a social media  
recommendation versus only 11%  

of Gen X and older consumers.  
Operators can seek flavor inspiration 

from emerging TikTok food trends, 
while picture-worthy platings will 

encourage consumers to post their 
meal and promote your restaurant.
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INNOVATION ON 
THE MENU

TRENDING FLAVORS AND INGREDIENTS

“Restaurant sales increased in 2021; however, the foodservice industry is still facing hurdles 
on the road to recovery. While operators are streamlining menus amid labor and supply issues, 
innovative menus will be critical for attracting consumers to restaurants, especially while 
inflation erodes purchasing power and prompts consumers to cut back on spending. To win 
in this environment, infuse emerging ingredients in small portions to keep the price right for 
budgeting consumers, ensure clear menu lingo to heighten new flavor awareness, and focus 
on sauce and seasoning innovations that can be omitted or added with relative ease for the 
operator and at the diner’s preference.”   — Anna Fabbri, Flavor and Ingredient Trends Analyst

The majority of consumers typically order dishes  
that they can’t easily make at home and further  
opportunities exist to appeal to consumers looking  
to enhance their wellness, without sacrificing flavor.  
Focus on multi-dimensional flavor profiles, like  
jerk and adobo, which garner high interest from  
consumers, and describe them clearly on the  
menu in order to keep this consumer  
base engaged.



BOLD SAUCES PACK A PUNCH IN THE BATTLE BETWEEN FAST FOOD CHAINS 
Special sauces are a powerful driver to entice consumers into visiting a restaurant; 40% of consumers indicated that a unique sauce 
would motivate them to visit a restaurant. Successful menu innovation surrounding sauces is a value-added, customizable solution that 
can deliver bold flavors on simplified, streamlined menus. 

The sauce and condiment flavors leading in menu incidences and penetration include spicy, garlic and jalapeño pepper. While these 
bold flavors are trending, flavors like mild and buttermilk are also trending in sauces, showing that there is still a market for tamer, 
soothing flavors. 

 LEADING SAUCE/CONDIMENT FLAVORS ON THE MENU, Q2 2018-Q2 2021
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To appeal to 29% of consumers that are seeking  
low sodium when dining out, focus on adding herbs,  
seasonings and aromatics, like garlic or shallot, to 

deliver flavor depth without high levels of salt.  
Roasting or grilling, can also contribute to  

gourmet flavors without salt inclusions.

Hispanic consumers are significantly  
more likely to be motivated  

to visit a restaurant by healthy items. 
Brands can appeal to Hispanic consumers  
seeking a sense of balance between health  

and indulgence by infusing authentic,  
regional Latin ingredients and flavors  

in healthy items. 

Keto claims have grown directionally  
on menus from Q3 2019-Q2 2021.

For fine dining restaurants, ingredients  
with functional health benefits can be a menu  

innovation to develop in order to attract  
more consumers. Operators can look to include  

herbaceous flavors to help maximize plate appeal 
and functional benefits in entrees and beverages. 

Artful beverage garnishes and flavors  
can promote connotations to functional benefits 

and enhance consumers’ experiences.

SPECIALTY DIETERS DESERVE SPECIALTY FLAVORS
Foodservice operators have been broadening their menu variety to cater to specialized diets. Although still relatively niche overall, the 
increased availability of specialty diet products and menu items has led to an undeniable surge in the trial and adoption of these diets. In 
order to differentiate in this increasingly crowded landscape, operators have begun pairing complex flavor profiles with BFY menu options.

Meal subscription services, like Hello Fresh,  
aim to deliver convenient meal kits for consumers  

to try diverse, fresh flavors from home. 86% of 
consumers are likely to seek healthy options from 

meal kit delivery services, outranking all restaurant 
segments, and speaking to the connotations  

between freshness and health.



POPULAR FLAVOR OFFERINGS

REQUEST A SAMPLE TODAY
thasegawa.com/contact-us

Adobo
Agave
Ancho Chili
Avocado
Buffalo Sauce
Buttermilk
Calamansi
Caramel
Chocolate
Cotija Cheese
Curry
Custard
Feta Cheese
Garlic
Ginger
Gochujang 
Grilled Flavors
Guava
Hibiscus
Honey
Jalapeño
Jerk Seasoning
Lavender

Lemongrass
Lime
Lychee
Mandarin
Marjoram
Matcha
Milk Tea
Miso
Paneer
Passionfruit
Plantain
Roasted Flavors
Sesame
Tahini
Tandoori Spice
Thai Chili
Togarashi
Tomatillo
Truffle
Vanilla
Watermelon
Yuzu

ADVENTUROUS DINERS INDICATE POSITIVE FUTURE FOR INNOVATION 
Further sauce innovation opportunities exist with ingredients such as sesame seed, 
ginger and truffle. These ingredients garner high interest amongst fast food consumers 
intrigued by unique sauces.

“ WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING MENU ITEMS WOULD MOTIVATE YOU TO VISIT A FAST FOOD 
RESTAURANT? PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.”  In percent

Base: 659 internet users aged 18+ who have consumed fast food in the past three months and are motivated by special sauces  
to visit restaurants. Source: Kantar Profiles/Mintel, December 2021.

 85%
Sesame Seed

75%
Ginger

75%
Truffle

74%
Spicy Honey

73%
Jerk Seasoning

Fusion has managed to grow 39% on menus despite  
disruptions that the restaurant industry has  
faced in the past years. Within the quick-service  
restaurant segment, fusion grew directionally  
in sandwiches, wraps and bowls. Growth has  
been significantly slower for full-service  
segments like casual and fine dining, but  
over four in 10 consumers are more likely to  
try new items when dining at a restaurant than  
when ordering takeout/delivery. 

UNDERSTAND WHERE HESITANCIES EXIST TO COMBAT FLAVOR TRIAL BARRIERS  
Over one in three (35%) fine dining customers are likely to be deterred by new flavors if they are not described on the menu. Clear menu 
descriptions and pictures will be key to maintaining an alluring, yet approachable, menu for dining in and takeout. 

“ HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR EXPERIENCE WITH, AND INTEREST IN, THE FOLLOWING FLAVORS AND INGREDIENTS WHEN IT 
COMES TO MENU ITEMS AT RESTAURANTS?” AND “WHAT TYPES OF FOOD/DRINKS WOULD YOU BE MOST LIKELY TO TRY UNFAMILIAR 
FLAVORS OR INGREDIENTS IN AT A RESTAURANT? SELECT AND RANK UP TO THREE, WITH ONE BEING MOST LIKELY.”  In percent

Base: 1,946 internet users aged 18+ who have ordered food from restaurants in the past three months. *1,861 internet users aged 21+ who have ordered food from restaurants in the past three months. 
Source: Kantar Profiles/Mintel, December 2021.

Tomatillo

Kashmiri Chili

Marjoram

Chaat Masala

Huacatay
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Thai Chili Paste
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Total
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29

29

57

49
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Appetizer

62

33

52

37

28

29

28

60

50

37

27

35

 
Snack

61

38

50

38

345

33

33

59

53

38

33

40

Side 
Dish

63

31

54

37

24

27

25

58

51

35

25

32

Breakfast
Entrée

59

50

54

50

47

42

43

63

57

48

43

47

Lunch 
Entrée

61

40

54

43

33

35

36

64

55

44

34

39

Dinner 
Entrée

67

39

56

44

34

34

34

64

58

45

35

41

 
Dessert

57

36

44

33

29

27

30

57

47

38

30

35

Non-alcoholic
Beverage

59

39

52

43

41

38

35

56

48

41

38

42

Alcoholic
 Beverage*

61

43

51

43

37

32

37

60

57

42

38

43



Source: Mintel Menu Insights.

PLANT-FORWARD IS NOT ALWAYS SYNONYMOUS 
WITH MEAT ANALOGUES 
One third of consumers eat plant-based proteins because they 
add variety to their diet. But meat analogues are oftentimes even 
more expensive than their meat-based counterparts. While they 
serve a purpose on menus, operators have also begun incorpo-
rating whole, unprocessed plant-based ingredients into dishes, 
which will hold consumer value in times of economic uncertainty 
and help restaurants increase profit. Bowls allow for endless 
flavor and dietary customizations and offer nutrient-rich blends 
of whole grains, beans, legumes and vegetables. An appealing 
flavor is a critical driver; 49% of consumers indicate taste/flavor 
concerns as a reason they don’t eat plant-based proteins. Current 
popular flavors within vegetable bowls include spicy, garlic, 
jalapeño pepper and sesame seed; however, emerging flavor 
systems such as tomatillo and curry are growing directionally. 

 SHARE OF MENU INCIDENCES, BY TOP FLAVORS OF  
INGREDIENTS WITHIN VEGETABLE BOWLS, Q3 2021  In percent
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INTERNATIONAL CUISINE INTEREST BOOMS,  
BUT KNOWLEDGE LAGS
While the COVID-19 pandemic has stunted travel, consumers 
still have an appetite for worldly flavors. Familiar comforts, like 
Mexican and Italian, thrived; however, many emerging Asian 
cuisines also saw notable away from home consumption growth.

Although more consumers are venturing out to try emerging  
cuisines, like Japanese, general awareness of a range of Japanese  
ingredients does not keep pace. For example, the majority of 
consumers have not heard of togarashi and furikake, which 
are both seasoning blends commonly used as Japanese table 
condiments to add flavor and texture to dishes. These seasoning 
blends offer umami flavors and crunchy textures to add dimension 
to dishes and evoke multi-sensory experiences.

To successfully market internationally inspired menu items,  
operators must boost awareness of lesser-known ingredients. 
Be transparent in the menu item description, state the source, 
and draw applicable analogies with well-known flavors and  
ingredients. There is untapped potential to increase relevance 
with international ingredients, but education and awareness  
will be key to appealing to a wider audience. 

Other emerging international cuisine types, like Caribbean and 
African, have also increased in menu mentions.

Carribean–Jamaican

European–Polish

Mediterranean–African

Fusion

North American

Asian–Chinese

Indian

European–German

North American–BBQ

Middle Eastern

Asian–Thai

62

60

59

39

23

17

13

9

9

6

5

Source: Mintel Menu Insights.

 TOP GROWING MENU ITEM CUISINE TYPES BY TIME PERIOD, 
Q3 2018-Q3 2021  In percent

CARIBBEAN FLAVORS CAN SPICE UP PLANT-BASED PRODUCTS 
Over six in 10 Gen X and younger consumers have either tried and liked or are interested in trying ingredients commonly used in  
Caribbean cuisine, such as plantain, jerk seasoning and epazote. Jerk seasoning consists of a balance of warm, tangy, spicy and smoky  
flavors that are commonly paired with meat and vegetables. Caribbean flavors can also add exciting flavors to plant-based products. 

“HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR EXPERIENCE WITH, AND INTEREST IN, THE FOLLOWING FLAVORS AND INGREDIENTS  
WHEN IT COMES TO MENU ITEMS AT RESTAURANTS?”  In percent

Base: 1,946 internet users aged 18+ who have ordered food from restaurants in the past three months. Source: Kantar Profiles/Mintel, December 2021.

■ Plantain      ■ Jerk Seasoning      ■ Epazote
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CONSUMERS’ APPETITE FOR ADVENTURE DEPENDS ON THE DINING LOCATION 
Restaurants have a pivotal role in introducing new flavors and ingredients to consumers; the majority (51%) of consumers typically opt 
for dishes they cannot easily recreate at home. Though it is clear that most consumers do not want a boring meal when ordering food, 
their appetite for adventure is heavily dependent on dining location. Nearly half (46%) are more likely to try new flavors when eating at  
a restaurant than when ordering takeout/delivery. For restaurants more geared towards takeout and delivery (i.e. limted service restau-
rants), menu items should still offer elevated flavor experiences, but should focus on balancing new flavors with well-established flavors 
and ingredients. Familiar ingredients like sesame seeds entice over three quarters (77%) of consumers, and incorporating a tuxedo 
blend of black and white sesame seeds could differentiate a burger bun and offer a unique experience. Full service restaurants can take 
advantage of consumers’ aptitude to try new flavors on premise. Roughly one third (31%) of consumers agree that it is worth paying 
more for premium ingredients on the menu, signaling that diners are willing to treat themselves to quality experiences.

“ WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ABOUT RESTAURANT MENU ITEMS DO YOU AGREE WITH? PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.”

Base: 1,946 internet users aged 18+ who have ordered food from restaurants in the past three months. Source: Kantar Profiles/Mintel, December 2021.

“I typically order 
dishes I can’t easily 

make at home.”

“I would like to see 
more seasonal flavors
on menus (e.g. limited 

edition holiday flavors).”

“Premium ingredients 
(e.g. imported cheese)

on menus are worth
paying more for.”

“I look for ingredients 
with functional 

health benefits.”

“I am trying more 
new menu items now 

compared to last year.”

“I am more likely to try 
new items when dining at a 

restaurant than when 
ordering takeout/delivery.”

51%
46%

37%

31%
27% 27%

56%
OF WOMEN  

SEEK MENU ITEMS 
THEY CANNOT  

EASILY REPLICATE 
AT HOME;  

SIGNIFICANTLY 
MORE THAN MEN.

32%
OF MOMS* RANKED 

ALCOHOLIC  
BEVERAGES AS 

ONE OF THE TOP 
THREE MENU ITEMS 

IN WHICH THEY 
WOULD BE LIKELY 

TO TRY UNFAMILIAR 
FLAVORS. 

53%
OF MOMS*  

PREFER CITRUS 
AND 50%  

PREFER TROPICAL 
FLAVORS IN  

THEIR ALCOHOLIC 
BEVERAGES

*with children under 18

37% 
OF CONSUMERS 

WANT MORE 
SEASONAL ITEMS 

ON THE MENU; 
A LARGER 

PERCENTAGE 
OF WOMEN 
THAN MEN.

24%
OF WOMEN ARE 
DETERRED BY  

NEW FLAVORS IN 
LARGE PORTIONS, 

SUPPORTING  
APPETIZERS,  

SAMPLERS OR 
FLIGHTS.

Awareness of emerging  
herbs, like huacatay and  

epazote, remains relatively 
niche; however, these unique  
ingredients are popping up  

on cocktail menus as a  
part of aromatic,  

one-of-a-kind cocktails.

Gazoz, a popular drink in  
Israel and Turkey, appeals  

to the growing consumer base  
seeking low/no ABV cocktails.  

Gazoz is an aromatic,  
colorful drink, consisting of soda 

water, small-batch syrups,  
fermented fruits and spices. 



Base: 973 internet users aged 18+ who have ordered food from restaurants in the past three months. Source: Kantar Profiles/Mintel, December 2021.

BE A GUIDE ON CONSUMERS’ QUEST TO TRY NEW FLAVORS  
The majority of consumers indicate that a family/friend recommendation and menu descriptions encourage them to try new flavors  
on the menu, pointing to the need to build trust with consumers to encourage trial. Social media can be a powerful tool in helping  
promote new flavors and ingredients, considering that social networks allow consumers to easily connect with family and friends.  
38% of Gen Z consumers are motivated to try a new flavor from a social media recommendation versus only 11% of Gen X and older  
consumers. Consumers are craving transparency after extended periods of uncertainty. Nearly half of diners (47%) indicate that 
concern over disliking the item and wasting money deters them from trying new flavors. To overcome these barriers, operators should 
elucidate by drawing analogies to familiar flavors to make items more approachable.

“WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING WOULD ENCOURAGE YOU TO TRY NEW FLAVORS ON RESTAURANT MENUS? PLEASE SELECT  
ALL THAT APPLY.”  In percent

 ■ Total     ■ Generation Z     ■ Millennials     ■ Generation X and Older

Family/friend
Recommendation

Appearance
of Food

Server
Recommendation

While
Traveling

New Twist
on Nostalgic 
Food/Drink

Sharing
Alongside

Other People

Social Media
Recommendation

None 
of These

Menu
Description

Used Within a
Familiar Dish

57
54

63

54
51

39

46

56

42 40
46

40
37

32
38 37

28 26
31

26 26 27 27 25 24

32

21
25 24 26 28

21 23

38 37

11
6

3 4
7

Social media trends also can 
fast-track flavor and ingredient 
awareness and interest, so  
staying up-to-date and  
incorporating food trends into 
menu items will help entice the 
digitally native consumer.

To encourage trial, operators 
need to properly showcase their 
culinary innovations through 
their online platforms; 51% of 
consumers are motivated to try 
a new flavor if it is described on 
menu, and 42% are motivated by 
vibrant appearances.

As TikTok continues to grow its presence, awareness of emerging flavors 
and cuisines will continue to grow through food reviews, and diverse 
younger generations will continue to seek the flavors from these trends. 
Incorporating ingredients and flavor essences from these trends can 
help restaurant menus connect with digital consumers.

DESSERT SPECIALS DRIVE RESTAURANT TRAFFIC 
Dessert specials drive consumers to visit restaurants, emphasizing that many consumers seek special, indulgent occasions 

when eating outside of the home. Gen Z and Millennials are especially motivated by dessert specials, and are also more 
willing to try unfamiliar flavors and ingredients in desserts. To appeal to the younger consumer base, restaurants 

can focus on including more nuanced, emerging flavors. For example, cake with miso caramel plays into  
Gen Z’s high interest in unique sauces and interest in miso. The majority of Gen Z diners have either tried 
and liked or are interested in trying matcha, which could excite consumers with its vibrant green color.



Base: 1,946 internet users aged 18+ who have ordered food from restaurants in the past three months; *1,861 internet users aged 21+ who have ordered food from restaurants  
in the past three months. Source: Kantar Profiles/Mintel, December 2021.

FOCUS ON DELIVERING BOLD FLAVOR AT A FRACTION OF THE LABOR 
Innovative menus are critical for attracting consumers to restaurants, especially while inflation erodes purchasing power and prompts 
consumers to cut back on spending. Inflation concerns coupled with labor shortages are threatening to cripple the restaurant industry,  
and sauces are value-added solutions that can deliver bold flavors on simplified, streamlined menus. Four in 10 consumers are 
motivated to visit a restaurant by unique sauces. Foodservice NPD should focus on providing speed-scratch solutions: pre-prepared, 
workable sauces and seasoning blends that help operators deliver bold unique flavors at a fraction of the labor. 

“ WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING MENU ITEMS WOULD MOTIVATE YOU TO VISIT A RESTAURANT? PLEASE SELECT ALL THAT APPLY.” 

Bases: 1,897 internet users aged 18+ who order food from restaurants. *1,861 internet users aged 21+ who have  
ordered food from restaurants in the past three months. Source: Kantar Profiles/Mintel, December 2021.

FEED CONSUMERS’ DESIRE FOR ADVENTURE, WITHOUT OVERCOMMITMENT 
Appetizers and side dishes are the leading food types in which consumers are most likely to try unfamiliar flavors and ingredients, 
with 50% and 37% of consumers interested, respectively. These items are highly associated with being communally consumed in social 
settings, reemphasizing consumers’ desire to dabble with new cuisine in the presence of their others. While trial of unfamiliar flavors 
and ingredients is relatively niche for alcoholic and nonalcoholic beverages, operators can focus on putting a twist on classic cocktails.

“ WHAT TYPES OF FOOD/DRINKS WOULD YOU BE MOST LIKELY TO TRY UNFAMILIAR FLAVORS OR INGREDIENTS IN  
AT A RESTAURANT?”  In percent

Appetizer

Side Dish

Dinner Entrée

Dessert

Snack

Lunch Entrée

Alcoholic Beverage*

Breakfast Entrée

Non-alcoholic Beverage

50

37

33

27

26

25

22

13

13

Unique Sauce
(e.g. honey 

garlic)

Healthy Item
(e.g. zucchini

noodles)

Over-the-Top
Item (e.g. triple
meat burger)

Alcoholic
Beverage
Special*

Ultra-spicy
Flavored 

Item

Non-alcoholic
Beverage
Special

Vegan Item None 
of These

Dessert
Special

Uses a Branded
Ingredient (e.g. 
Frank’s Red Hot)

40%
38%

33%

28% 27%

21%

15%
13% 12%

14%

Time of day influences consumers’ willingness to try new flavors. Despite the persisting  
presence of COVID, consumers have shown consistent high interest in trying new flavors  
in shareable dishes. For new flavor innovation within entrees, consumers are most likely  
to experiment with dinner entrees, followed by mid-day, and are least likely to try new  
flavors at breakfast. To reduce consumer hesitations, focus on infusing new flavors  
into familiar base ingredients. For labor constrained operations, focus on new flavors  
in sauces and seasonings.
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Base: 1,946 internet users aged 18+ who have ordered food from restaurants in the past three months. Source: Kantar Profiles/Mintel, December 2021.

INTERNATIONAL INGREDIENTS: LOST IN TRANSLATION 
Given that the majority of consumers are motivated to try new flavors from family/
friend recommendations, the limited social interaction during the pandemic could 
be stunting consumer exploration and flavor awareness. As consumers seek tantalizing 
away-from-home experiences, help catch them up on authentic international ingredients— 
for example, chaat masala and Kashmiri chili, which are flavor-packed seasonings used 
in Indian cuisine. Hispanics overindex in the interest and trial of Latin ingredients, like cotija 
cheese and adobo. Adobo is used across different international cuisines; however, Spanish adobo 
typically is a deeply flavored red sauce made with spices and crushed chili, and can be used  
to season meats, stews or vegetables. While 31% of consumers have tried and liked tahini (ground  
sesame paste), sesame seeds still outrank tahini by 35 percentage points.

“ HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR EXPERIENCE WITH, AND INTEREST IN, THE FOLLOWING FLAVORS AND INGREDIENTS  
WHEN IT COMES TO MENU ITEMS AT RESTAURANTS?”  In percent

■ “I have tried this and I like it.”     ■ “I have tried this and didn’t like it.”     ■ “I haven’t tried this, but I am interested in trying it.”
■ “I haven’t tried this and I am not interested in trying it.”     ■ “I’ve never heard of this.”

Sesame Seed

Ginger

Plantains

Jerk Seasoning

Truffle

Spicy Honey

Miso

Tahini

Cotija Cheese

Ancho Chili

Tandoori Spice

Matcha

Adobo

Tomatillo

Thai Chili Paste

Marjoram

Paneer

Chaat Marsala

Peppadew Pepper

Kashmiri Chili

Furikake

Togarashi

Epazote

Huacatay

1166 11 8 4

1955 13 11 3

1542 18 14 11

1542 18 13 13

1339 26 14 8

1135 25 17 12

1335 20 11 21

931 20 11 28

928 20 10 33

1126 22 15 26

1026 24 13 28

1422 22 13 29

941 15 8 26

1041 17 8 24

929 20 11 32

926 22 10 33

719 17 8 48

717 20 8 48

715 20 10 48

714 20 9 50

712 17 8 55

611 18 8 56

811 18 8 55

59 20 8 58


